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Notice: The push button can be installed
on the top and front panel of the vanity
as shown picture except the square marked
areas due to the space limitation.
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Press the small button 
area for half f lush (big 
button will be down as well

Press the big button 
area for full flush 
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Trouble Shooting
For all troubleshooting solutions, please refer to the Maintenance section.

Insufficient or too much water entering the cistern tank

1. Adjust the inlet valve using the adjustment screw.

Water filling into the cistern slowly

1. If the water flows into the cistern slowly, the washer on the inlet valve could be blocked and may
require cleaning.

2. Remove and run under warm water and clean using a small brush to remove any blockage, if this
does not resolve the issue, check the water supply to the cistern.

3. If this is running freely, replace the inlet valve.

Tank fills correctly but insufficient water leaving the tank

1. Adjust the flush valve volume.

Water running into the pan continually after flushing

1. Establish if the water level in the cistern is reaching the overflow on the syphon, if yes, replace the
inlet valve. If it doesn’t, replace the upper section of the syphon.

Maintenance
For all maintenance measures below, you will need to gain access to the cistern tank by
removing panels/tops on your WC unit, (this access will differ depending on your WC unit), and for the
water supply to be turned off.

Overflow
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Once you have gained access, remove the screws in the tank face/lid and this will release the
second section of the face/lid by unclipping from the tank.

Inlet valve adjustment

Twist the adjustment screw as shown in the direction required.

Inlet valve washer cleaning

Unscrew the washer section from the inlet valve .

Place the washer under warm running water and brush to remove any blockage .

Then replace and tighten back into position.
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Flush valve removal and adjustment

The flush valve is made of two parts, the bottom section which is secured to the cistern tank and the
upper section which can twist and pull away from the bottom section.

During this maintenance the bottom section can remain in position

To adjust the volume of water leaving the tank, move the slider as shown.

If you need to remove the flush valve to check the washer or remove the washer for cleaning,
take the flush valve out and take the washer down as the process showed below.
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Push button operation failure
Take the button down as the steps below, normally press the half flush & full flush, observe

whether the button can bounce back or not. If not, please replace the button.

Cleaning
To maintain the surface of the push button surface, wipe with a clean damp cloth and wipe
dry, do not use any abrasive cleaning agents or materials.

If any harsh chemicals come into contact with the surface of the product, rinse and wipe
clean immediately.






